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Following the success of my exhibition, Abandond Temporary Crisis Facility at 
Beaconsfield Gallery, Vauxhall http://beaconsfield.ltd.uk/projects/provisional-
conditions/ in 2016 and the accompanying symposium Heritage, Immigration and 
Temporary Fabrications: Abandoned Facilities & Housing Immigration. I began 
developing some of the main themes which had become important to the research 
and the ways in which these were driving the artistic practice. These include the 
spatial practice coming out of the architectural and sculptural methods I have been 
investigating through the artistic practice, and the role of research documents and 
ephemera to the research process. This led to a discussion with a range of 
practitioners from a range of disciplines around the possibility of a presentation of 
research materials in an art gallery context. The contributors at this early stage of 
the process were: 
Dr Jaspar Joseph-Lester https://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/jaspar-joseph-lester/,  
Dr Rachel Garfield https://www.reading.ac.uk/art/about/staff/r-garfield.aspx,  
Dr Jonathon Darling 
https://www.research.manchester.ac.uk/portal/jonathan.darling.html 
And Anne Tallentire http://www.annetallentire.info.  
 
 
I agreed to develop the project towards an exhibition at ArtLacuna – 
http://artlacuna.org. ArtLacuna is an internationally recognised gallery and projects 
space in Battersea, London that is dedicated to providing space to artists and 
academics who need to develop their research in a public facing context, the 
audience at ArtLacuna is traditionally artists and academics, but is also recognised 
destination for general art audiences. The management at ArtLacuna offered the 
space and invigilation for the duration of the show for free, the material costs for the 
structure and the exhibition press was funded through a successful QR bid through 
the University of Huddersfield. Diagonal Diagram of Dispersed Documents is the 
latest iteration of the larger research project Material Conjectures begun in 2011. 
 
The project develops further an ongoing interest in the problematics of artistic 
research and how this is the staged and represented beyond the academic 
framework and particularly in an art context through the construction of a materially 
driven spatial practice methodology. This is a question that has been a major focus 
of my research since completion of my AHRC funded PhD – Abstract Realism: 
Non-Anthropocentric Strategies for Constructing Non-Relational Art-Works 
http://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?uin=uk.bl.ethos.606563 - in 2013. The research 
led to the development of Material Conjectures which has led to a number of 
substantial outputs over the past six years. 
 
The work develops material responses to, as well as ideas and critiques of neo-
liberal urban planning, government policy, mass migrations, globalised economies 
and temporary structures. Henri Lefevre’s notion of ‘the right to the city’ and the 
development of this by David Harvey https://newleftreview.org/II/53/david-harvey-
the-right-to-the-city , Mark Fishers concept of ‘Capitalist Realism’ http://www.zero-
books.net/books/capitalist-realism and Keller Easterlings work in ‘Extrastatecraft’ 
https://www.versobooks.com/books/2163-extrastatecraft all feed directly into the 
ideas that are being addressed in Diagonal Diagram of Dispersed Documents.  
 
The process of developing the project towards exhibition began through growing 
conversations and correspondence with a selected group of artists and academics 
who I identified as working in a related area to literature/context I was intervening 
upon. Discussions with human geographers and urbanists led to the development of 
the structure in its physical and spatial realisation as well as decisions around the 
placement/staging of the research materials upon and inside the structure. The 
method for building the temporary architecture/ exhibition structure was drawn both 
from methods previously explored by Material Conjectures and newly developed 
through the idiosyncracies of the site/gallery space. Structural sheet materials – 
OSB, Plywood, Corrugated PVC and Bitumin – large scale prints on silk were 
attached to a wooden structure – made using studwork at a length of 2440mm long 
– that intersected the gallery space creating a new spatial experience for the gallery 
audience. All the materials were unchanged, leading the structure to appear in 
keeping with their industrially produced dimensions. 
 
Diagonal Diagram of Dispersed Documents offers a new and original material and 
spatial experience and platform for encountering academic and artistic research 
focused upon globalised economics and migrations, bringing together geographers, 
artists, film makers and writers, providing a framework to understand how research 
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Assorted install shots. 
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